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PERTH - 20 FEBRUARY 2017

FAMILY ZONE SIGNS DEAL WITH 7TH LARGEST MOBILE OPERATOR
●
●
●
●

Family Zone signs agreement with major Indonesian carrier Telkomsel
Agreement is to conduct joint development and user trials in contemplation of a
commercial launch of embedded parental controls mid 2017
Telkomsel is the largest carrier in Indonesia with 160m subscribers and is 35%
owned by SingTel
Opportunity introduced and facilitated by Family Zone sales agent Fidelio Partners

Family Zone Cyber Safety Limited (ASX: FZO) (“Family
Zone” or “the Company”) is pleased to announce the
signing of an agreement with Telkomsel Indonesia, one
of the largest Mobile Operators in the world.
The objective of the agreement is to launch Family Zone’s cyber safety products in
Indonesia embedded in the Telkomsel network and consumer offerings.
Over the course of the negotiations with Telkomsel, Family Zone has identified a
significant opportunity to deliver not only parental controls but embedded digital
experience services into Indonesia and specifically to Telkomsel’s 160 million subscribers.
The agreement requires the parties to design and develop a solution for the purpose of
completing user trials in the first half of 2017. The agreement includes terms within
which the parties plan for a full commercial launch and contemplates offerings across
both postpaid and prepaid market segments.
Commercial launch is subject to completion of successful trials and negotiation of a
services agreement.
This is the second agreement Family Zone has achieved with a globally significant Telco
coming not long after the launch of Family Zone services within the largest carrier in the
Philippines, Philippines Long Distance Telecommunications Company.
Pleasingly, this is the first Tier 1 Telco opportunity introduced and managed by Family
Zone’s Singapore-based sales agent, Fidelio Partners Pte Ltd.
Tim Levy, Family Zone Managing Director, said:
“We are honoured and excited to be working with Telkomsel, one of the world’s largest and
most respected mobile carriers. This collaboration is further recognition that Family Zone is
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quickly becoming the leading option for carriers seeking value-adding and embedded
managed digital experience, cyber safety, parental control and filtering services.”

About Family Zone
Family Zone is an ASX listed technology company focused on cyber safety. Meeting a
growing demand to keep kids safe online and manage digital lifestyles, Family Zone has
developed a unique and innovative cloud-based solution which combines Australian
innovation with leading global technology.
To learn more about the Family Zone platform and the Company, please visit
www.familyzone.com.
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